Interactive Rubric for Short Answer Responses

**Directions:** Evaluate your Short Answer Responses (SAR). Read your answer and identify the echo, text-based details and closing sentence. Write the information in the form below. If any components are missing, add them to your SAR and then finish grading.

**SAR Question #***** Points: *****/5**

ECHO/Topic Sentence: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Text-Based Detail 1: _______________________________

Text-Based Detail 2: _______________________________

Text-Based Detail 3: _______________________________

Closing Sentence/Insightful Comment: ______________________________________

**SAR Question #***** Points: *****/5**

ECHO/Topic Sentence: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Text-Based Detail 1: _______________________________

Text-Based Detail 2: _______________________________

Text-Based Detail 3: _______________________________

Closing Sentence/Insightful Comment: ______________________________________

**SAR Question #***** Points: *****/5**

ECHO/Topic Sentence: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Text-Based Detail 1: _______________________________

Text-Based Detail 2: _______________________________

Text-Based Detail 3: _______________________________

Closing Sentence/Insightful Comment: ______________________________________